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What to do when macbook pro won't charge
Following the release of macOS Big Sur 11.2.1 with fixes to a bug that prevented MacBook Pro battery from charging, Apple has just announced that the company will replace for free the batteries of 2016 and 2017 MacBook Pro models that won’t charge past 1%. According to a new support article published on Apple’s website, a small number of MacBook
Pro users have experienced an issue with the battery not charging past 1%. Apple says that the affected devices will show the “Recommended Service” message in the battery menu when running macOS Big Sur 11.2.1 or the latest supplemental update of macOS Catalina 10.15.7. If macOS indicates that your battery needs service, Apple will replace it for
free. If your 2016 or 2017 MacBook Pro exhibits these behaviors, contact Apple to get your battery replaced, free of charge. Your computer will be examined prior to service to verify that it is eligible for the free battery replacement. This problem affects only 2016 and 2017 MacBook Pro models: MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2016, Two Thunderbolt 3 Ports)
MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2017, Two Thunderbolt 3 Ports) MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2016, Four Thunderbolt 3 Ports) MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2017, Four Thunderbolt 3 Ports) MacBook Pro (15-inch, 2016) MacBook Pro (15-inch, 2017) In order to check the battery health of your Mac, go to the System Preferences app and click the Battery option, then select
Battery in the sidebar and click Battery Health. For Mac computers running macOS Catalina, hold the Option key and click the battery icon in the menu bar to reveal the battery status menu. If your Mac is eligible for the program, you should contact Apple to take it to an Apple Store or Apple Authorized Service Provider. FTC: We use income earning auto
affiliate links. More. Check out 9to5Mac on YouTube for more Apple news: I've got the same issue. I'm a remote developer and my company sent to me a new machine. Just unpackaged fresh MacBook Pro 16 (model a2141, MVVL2RU/A, 2.6GHz 6C / 16GB,AMD Radeon Pro 5300M 4GB / 512GB). It wasn't charged which is strange for Apple product usually you expect it to turn on right out of the box. And now it was trying to charge for almost 24h but it still won't launch. I can see keyboard lit and battery icon on screen for about 10 sec and then it's turning off. I've checked that wire and adaptor are working, because they were able to charge another MacBook Pro 16 but with a little different configuration
(A1990) Soo look's like I need to get replacement... UPDATE: (Excuse me for my English...) Okay, so, after a day of searching for a solution MacBook finally turned on. What I did? Actually I do not have any special solution for this, I can only explain what were the trials. I tried to reset SMC many times randomly using different schemes from internet, because
they are differ for MacBook generations. Every scheme was tried more than once, so I'm not sure that it was a solution. Before that I tried to charge MacBook using every usb-c port without any luck. But MacBook even didn’t become warm. So what I noticed: If you plug usb-c wire you can see battery icon with and little thunder icon for about 10 secs. If you
unplug the wire screen will turn off immediately. So I tried to check every port successively. I plug a wire, see icon and then unplug it so screen become black. I tried this for every port several times and on the next trial I saw that little thunder icon changed for a millisecond before screen turned off. It was something new and after that I plugged wire in again
and noticed that MacBook become warm. After 15 minutes I tried to unplug and plug wire again and MacBook turned on. I do not now if it was any coincidence or whatnot but this is what I did. Check to see if the mag connector on the laptop is in the correct position. We've had cases where they have shifted back into the laptop and therefore were not making
contact with the charger. Popping off the bottom, and loosening the screws that hold it in place, pushing it forward and re-tightening the screws solved the problem every time. Another culprit we have around here is something metallic (most likely a staple, or part of a staple) gets sucked in by the magnet on the computer side. Barely noticed they can
sometime be just big enough to stop the charger from making contact with the pins. A third option would be to clean the contacts on the laptop. Just use a clean pencil eraser to rub dirt from the gold contacts on the laptop. I had an issue with my Macbook Pro not charging too; unfortunately it was due to an unfortunate incident involving a pint of cider and the
laptop 18 months earlier. I'm assuming you probably didn't have such an incident so this is almost certainly unhelpful. Might be worth popping into an Apple store though, they'll probably open it up and give you a diagnosis even if you're not under warranty still I've cleaned the contacts and realigned, but it doesn't seem to do anything. I just noticed that when I
plug the magsafe in, I get a very, very faint green light. m_Rothe wrote: I had an issue with my Macbook Pro not charging too; unfortunately it was due to an unfortunate incident involving a pint of cider and the laptop 18 months earlier. I'm assuming you probably didn't have such an incident so this is almost certainly unhelpful. Might be worth popping into an
Apple store though, they'll probably open it up and give you a diagnosis even if you're not under warranty still Closest store is a 90 min drive. Probably what will need to happen, though. I got some life! I unplugged the battery, held down the power button, plugged the magsafe in, then released the power button after 15 seconds. The computer came out of
sleep. I was then able to power down the laptop, repeat the procedure, reset the SMC, and it's currently powering back up. I guess we'll see what happens next. Mercutio879 wrote: I've cleaned the contacts and realigned, but it doesn't seem to do anything. I just noticed that when I plug the magsafe in, I get a very, very faint green light. Do the SMC reset
again. Are You sure the charger works? Does it charge another mac? JRC wrote: Mercutio879 wrote: I've cleaned the contacts and realigned, but it doesn't seem to do anything. I just noticed that when I plug the magsafe in, I get a very, very faint green light. Do the SMC reset again. Are You sure the charger works? Does it charge another mac? That did
help. I currently have the Apple logo, the spinning ball and a progress bar. It's taking longer than I'd like it to, but considering this thing has been sitting on my desk for 3 months, I'll give it some time. :-) Mercutio879 wrote: I've cleaned the contacts and realigned, but it doesn't seem to do anything. I just noticed that when I plug the magsafe in, I get a very, very
faint green light. I have an older charger that does this and it's remedied by lots of wiggling. I think it's a loose contact in the plug. Might indicate that it's one of the conductors in the socket that's dodgy possibly Progress bar is gone, but I still have the apple logo and spinning ball. I'll give it an hour, then try booting from a Mavericks USB key. Mercutio879
wrote: Progress bar is gone, but I still have the apple logo and spinning ball. I'll give it an hour, then try booting from a Mavericks USB key. Well not thats a different problem all together. Sounds like the charging issue is gone though. I'd also give it some time to charge, if the battery was completely dead that could cause some start up issues. About 30 - 60
minutes of charge time would do it. JRC wrote: Mercutio879 wrote: Progress bar is gone, but I still have the apple logo and spinning ball. I'll give it an hour, then try booting from a Mavericks USB key. Well not thats a different problem all together. Sounds like the charging issue is gone though. I'd also give it some time to charge, if the battery was completely
dead that could cause some start up issues. About 30 - 60 minutes of charge time would do it. I think there are some hardware issues. I was able to get Mavericks installed from a USB key, but it didn't see a battery at all. If I removed the power, it completely shut down. If I shut the computer down normally, I would have to pull the battery cable off, unplug the
power, then holding the power button back down, plug the power button back in. This would allow it to boot, but the fans were running 100% all the time. Probably take to an Apple store and it'll cost far more than it's worth to repair. Sounds like a dead battery. Which is very possible. Yeah, the Apple store can run it through some diagnostics and let you know
what the issue is. Try this, it works all the time reset the SMC works but don't follow the Apple support guide, you need to follow this and to do all the steps in the way i describe (for macbook pro with removable battery - 2008): Remove the battery with magsafe connected Remove Magsafe Hold start button for at least 5 seconds (to be sure 10s) plug Magsafe
connector plug back the battery The light change green to red. Wait 2-5 minutes and the computer start !!! See ya. Good luck Well, I done what you said but no lights whatsoever, nothing, the only light I have is on the battery showing green. Magasafe plugged in working ok but no lights Battery showing normal on macbook and on Coconut but nor charging
big x i did this and the only thing that happened was the cooling fan turned on??? what to do when your macbook pro won't charge. what to do when macbook won't charge. what to do when macbook is not charging
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